Comparison of apolipoprotein B metabolism in familial defective apolipoprotein B and heterogeneous familial hypercholesterolemia.
Both defective LDL receptors (familial hypercholesterolaemia, FH) and mutations in apolipoprotein B (apoB) on LDL (familial defective apoB, FDB) give rise to a phenotype of elevated LDL cholesterol. We sought to compare the metabolic basis of the two conditions by examining apoB turnover in FDB and FH subjects. A group comprising three heterozygous and one homozygous FDB subjects were compared with five FH heterozygotes and 17 control subjects using a deuterated leucine tracer. Kinetic parameters were derived by multicompartmental modelling. FH heterozygotes had a reduced delipidation rate for VLDL, which led to a moderate increase in plasma triglyceride. Compared with controls and FH, the FDB subjects converted 44% less IDL to LDL. The LDL FCR was reduced to a similar extent in FDB and FH. In all subjects LDL plasma levels appeared to be regulated by the LDL FCR and the rate of production of small VLDL. We conclude that disturbances in IDL metabolism provide the basis for understanding why FDB is less severe than FH. Our findings suggest that an apoB-LDL receptor interaction is important in the IDL to LDL conversion.